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Mechanical tests for aging evaluation

This presentation will give a short introduction to: 

• Modeling tools for simulating the mechanical 
properties of cables as function of ageing:

• Molecular dynamics simulations (MD)

• Finite-element simulations (FEM)
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Molecular Dynamics

• Molecular dynamics (MD): a technique for computing the 
movement of atoms or molecules using classical equations 
of motion

• Classical: F=ma

3
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Molecular dynamics
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Building molecules: force fields

5

Bonded

Non-bonded
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Polymer properties: entanglements, cross-links
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Cheap force fields: coarse-graining

7
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Initial structure generation for MD
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1. Choose force field

• all-atom vs united-atom

2. Generate melt

• # of chains

• chain MWD

• pack chains to initial

configuration

• run MD to obtain

equilibrium configuration

3. Build chemical cross-

links (if present)

4. Crystallise

• T far below melting

point (supercooling) 

required
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Bond scissions

Ageing
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ENSAM DSC data for medium dose 
rate, room temperature
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Tensile test simulation
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Crystalline phase
- viscoplastic

Cross-linked elastomer network
- elastic
Entangled polymer chains
- viscoelastic

Locking stretch –
chains are straight • Strain is achieved by deforming the simulation box as a function of time

• Strain rates several orders of magnitude higher than in a real tensile test must 
be used due to the time scale available for MD (microseconds)

• Stress tensor is computed to obtain simulated stress-strain curve
• Simulated stress levels are sensitive to the selected force field and strain rate
• Evolution of crystallinity, chain orientations, chain entanglements etc. can also 

be monitored
• Failure of the material difficult to observe in MD simulations: mechanisms 

leading to failure occur at size scales unavailable for MD

𝑒 =
∆𝐿

𝐿0

𝜀 = 𝑙𝑛 1 + 𝑒
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Tensile test results

11

• Gel important only at very large deformations. 
• Already modest aging destroys gel. 
• Entanglements dominate mechanical behaviour.  

MD                                                                              TMC experiments
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Tensile test results

12

 Strain rate 107 1/s
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Interpretation of tensile test data

Experimental data 
should be properly 
processed before the 
use: different 
interpretations and 
initial parameters affect 
the results drastically

Video analysis
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I. Simple elasto-plastic model. Easy to obtain 
the parameters (Young's modulus and the 
stress-strain table for plasticity are obtained 
directly from experimental stress-strain 
curves) but can be insufficient for complex 
stress state

Tensile test data and FEM

II. Complex elasto-viscoplastic phenomenological model. It is better 
for complex problems but with many parameters to be fitted

III. Any other suitable material 
model
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Phenomenological elasto-viscoplastic model

15

Phenomenological model takes into account changes in polymer on the micro-
level during deformation

Crystalline phase:
viscoplastic

elastic
Entangled polymer 
flow
(high strain rates)

Strain hardening
(chains alignment)
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Damage model and aging

Experimental EaB for 
different irradiation 
doses (artificial 
aging)

Extract data for 

changes in elastic and 

plastic parameters as 

well as damage criteria

with aging

Damage criteria 
for different 
doses

Data 

analysis
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Ductile damage criterion with aging

17

aging

1/3 level: from experiment
MD-correlation for the damage criteria (cavitaion)

Stress triaxiality is the ratio of the hydrostatic 
part of the stress to the equivalent stress. 
PEEQ: Equivalent plastic strain
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• Representative volume element 
(RVE), i.e. small piece of 
material representative enough 
to model the bulk composite 
material

• Material model enhanced with 
damage initiation and 
propagation criteria for the 
polymer matrix 

• Interface properties (interaction 
between the matrix and 
inclusions)

Polymer matrix

Alumina particles: since
they are much stiffer (they
are not deformed) then
polymer, simple elasto-
plastic model from the
literature is used

Micromodel
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Micromodel validation and upscaling

• After calibration of the matrix material, damage and 
interaction properties, the model can be validated 
with the aid of experimental results for composites 
and improved after that, if needed

• The micromodel can be used for prediction of the 
behaviour of composite material with different 
shapes, sizes, relative volume and material of 
particles,

• … and for prediction of aging for modes similar to 
experimental

Visual comparison of FIB-SEM 

images and FEM results for 

deformed material:

Filler debonding
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Upscaling

After homogenisation or other upscaling procedure, the material model 
can be further used for modelling the material on the macro-level

Direct use of stress-strain

curves obtained in 

calculations for macro-

level calculations

Procedure of 

numerical 

homogenisation

Material model of 

homogenized material
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Summary

• MD simulations seem to give qualitatively correct shape for the stress-
strain curves despite the limitations related to time and size scales
• Information how molecular scale properties affect the mechanical behaviour can 

be extracted from the models, e.g. chain scissions, molecular weight and 
chemicrystallisation

• FEM enables simulation of the microscopic scale mechanical properties 
and predict mechanical properties as function of composite structure 
and aging
• Based on experimental data → interpretation of data → choose material model 
→ parametrization

• Important parts of the model: interactions between matrix and fillers, damage 
initiation and propagation

• Possibility to upscale to macrolevel to simulate real life problems


